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A Passage from the HolyQuran 
And when Al lah  will  say, " 0  Jesus, son-of Mary, did you say 

to men, 'Take m e  and my mother for two gods beside Allah," he will 
answer, "Holy. art thou. . I could never say tha t  to which-I had no 
right. If I h a d  said it, Thou wouldst have surely known it. Thou 
knowest what is in my mind, and I know not what is in Thy mind. 
It is only Thou Who are the Knower of hidden things. 

."I said nothing to them except ithat which Thou commanded 
me - 'Worship Allah, my Lord and your Lord.' And I was a witness 
over them as long as I remained among them, but  since Thou caused 
me to die, Thou hast been the watcher over them; and Thou art 

witness over all things. 

• "If Thou punish theme, they are Thy .servants; and if Thou for- 

give them, Thou .surely, art the M~,ghty, the Wise.~ 

- .  ~ Al-2Vl~'ida: 117-119 

-i 

; I 

A Saying of the Holy.Prophet 
Refrain from seeing and speaking of the vices oi mankind, which 

are in yoursel f .  
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Editorial: 

P. tbbul  amim +-" i 

++Lord ofthe Worlds" 

For the last few issues our worthy contemporary, the Muslim World 
of Hartford Seminary Foundation, has been writing some very e n -  
lightening editorials on familiar: phrases picked up from the Holy 
Quran. These editorials are earnest and stimulating in their approach. 
Quite naturally they usually end up calling the Muslims to the  Cross 
and the Resurrection, the basic pillars of the Christian faith. That, 
after all, should be the editor's privilege i f  he sin.cerely believes in hav- 
ing a message for the Muslims. But the very idea is truly commendable. 
It not only invites a fellow Christian to appreciate some of-the teach- 
ings of Islam but also induces a Muslim to reflect on its beauties. We 
sincerely hope that the Muslims too will read the gospels of other 
faiths in the same spirit, for, as the Holy Quran says, "In them are 
commandments right and straight". " 

One of  these Quranic plarases recently editorialized by the Muslim 
World is Rabbul Aalamin, "Lord of the Worlds": This phrase occurs 
in the very beginning of the H61y Quran following the opening verse, 
"In the name of Allah, the GraCious, the Merciful." The complete 
verse means, *'All praise belongs to Allah, Lord of all the worlds", and 
it sigMfies the essential spirit i~f the Islamic teachings. AS the editorial 
in the Muslim World points out, it may refer to people, as well as. 
to things in general. "The whole created universe then as the evidence 
of God's majesty and ithe whole community Of mankind as the arena 
of His rule, these are the worlds", comments the editor. And, : ~ e r e  
is nothing in creation to which the l~w of God does not relate';; "God,- 
not the community, is the Lord." 
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In this verse the believer ~s taught m say, "A l l  praise belongs to 
Allah", and not "I praise Allah". Man can praise God only r'elative to 
his knowledge and appreciation. The verse comprisesalso the praise 
which man does not k n o w  to be God's due. Man cannot completely 
comprehend the Infinite and •hence cannot be able t0 praiseThis Lord 
fully. This verse of the Ho13; Quran signifies the Infiniteness of God 

in its very construction. 

It also means that God alone has the r!ght to bestow t ~ e  praise. 
No other thing is entitled to  give such praise owing to its ~ t e d  
knowledge. Interpreted objectively it would signify that true praise is 

• due to God alone for, it is God W h o  provides everything and grants 
all. powers and cap~cities. Therefore, when a person or thing is 
praised, it is really God to Whomthe  prais e belongs, the person or thing 

i being entitled only lsecon~ily.  

This verse conveys the meaning that Allah is free from all blem- 
ishes. He is the possessor of all perfect attributes. He alone is fully 
aware of  the real nature o f  all things. And since God is the All- 

I Knower, there cannot be any conflict between His word and work. 
That is why Islam exhorts us to study the laws of nature and to derive 

benefit from them. In fact it is essential_ in order t o  understand His 
revelation that we Smcly His work. 

Again, if God IS Lord of a l l  worlds His providence must not 
0nly be universal but must extend to both the physical and the spiritual 
worlds;. Consequenfl~ n ° people must remain deprived of God's spirit- 
ual blessings. Every human being must be entitled to a share in the 
spiritual sustenance and nourishment provided by Him. If, therefore, 
any revelation is meant  for a partiallar people, other peoples must 
have separate revelations to guid e them. Or, if at a certain time, 
separate revelations are not seni for different peoples and only one 
revelation is sent, that revelation must claim to be universal, as is 
the case with Islam. How can the Almighty be called as "Lord of 

:all the:worlds", and entitled to "all praise" if both His physical and 
spiritual sustenance is/not meant to be for all the people. 
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This verse also teaches us that since all the power s and faz'ulties 

endowed to man are from God, so it is H e  Who is really deserving of 

all praise for any good that  may be done by man. In fact/one man's 

good is linked up with, and dependent on, the good of all-mankind. 

A true Muslim should, therefore, look not only to his own good bot 

to the good of.all. He should love his neighbor as he loves himself. 

One who does not do so fails to grasp the essential spirit of Islam. 

It signifies tha t  since man iscreated by Lord of all the worlds, : 

he must be entitled to make unlimited progress. The word Rabb 
/ ° 

means one whobrmgs to perfection by degrees. Man, in order to be His 

true creation, must Continue the process of unending progress." 

While ~ phrase gives the glad tidings to mankind that its suste- 
nance, both material and spiritual, has been provided by God, ~the twO 
attributes of God mentionec1 i n t h e  following verse dearly show that 
man will be judged through Allah's Graciousness and His Mercy. It  
also teaches that God is the source-of unending favors. He is not 
bound to treat man solely on his merits. He possesses the  power to 
forgive sins and treat His servants as He pleases. Being Al,-Rahman, 
He can reward a person beyond his deserts. 

This is why Islam believes that any idea of Atonement and Re- 
demption can logically be only a blemish.against the perfection of our 
Lord. If His Mercy encompasses every thing, surely He  has the power 
to forgive the sins of HIS creation. Any dependency O r need of being 
redeemed only  through Christ's atonement seems to be a true lover of 
God to be a reflection against the fullness of God's Mercy and Love. 
Everyone is, therefore, to account before his Lord directly. Jesus, 
may Allah's peace be upon hkn, taught the same truth when he said, 
"And he that taketh not his cross, and follow after me,.is not worthy 
of me." (Matt, X : 3 8 )  Only by carrying-his own cross, one Could 
truly follow Jesus. The Muslim view stems not only from a belief in 
such Mercy and Love of God as to consider Him to be able to forgive 
without anybody's atonement but it also giT~es clue respect and deference 
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to their eminent prophet, Jesus. The only means of receiving God's 

forgiveness for one is to repent with all his heart and all his soul. 

Prophet Isaiah spoke of the same truth in the following verses: 

.- Wash you, make you clean; put away the evil of your doings from 

before .mine eyes; cease to do evil; 

Learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge 

the fatherless, plead for the widow. 

Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord: though 

your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be 

- red like crimson, they shallbe as wool. 

If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land. 
" ( I s a i a h  I-'16-19) 

. ~ . _ _  

E d i t o r i a l  N o t e s : :  . . 

Islam on  State Functions 

Speaking m the  Hebrew Union College in New York, Dr. 
• Ephraim A, Speiser, professor of Semitics a t  t he  university of Penn- 
sylvania, is reported to have said that the. ills of the Arab countries 
are but "surface symptoms of an organic weakness in Islamic society 
stemming from religious encroachment on state functions." The New 
Y o r k  W o r l d  T e l e g r a m  (January 13, 1956) quotes him as holding 
that, "Social solutions designed for a small body of followers in the 
recesses of  the  Arabian peninsula in the seventh Century could not 
b e expected to satisfy the needs of a world community in the fifteenth 
century, Jet alone the twentieth." 

One is surpr~ed to see tha t  such an eminent i:w_holar as Dr. 
Speiser could so completely turn his mind  from an objective under- 
standing of Islam. If the mere fact that Islam's advent took place in 
the seventeenth century should make it outdated, same will be true 

3 ¸ 
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of all other faiths of the world. But, strangely enough Dr. Speiser 
picks up Islam alone for his censure. Could not  it possibly Be that .the 
ills of the Western world and of Judo-Christiim dvilizations in the 
Middle Ages stem from the weaknesses o f  the religion if :one would 
support ~ e  line of Dr. Speiser's thinking? 

Where Dr. Speiser errs is the fact that he takes-Islam as a man- 
made religion. The Muslims believe that this Divine guidance was 
provided for the mankind by the All-Knowing Creator who. was fully 
aware of the needs o f  not only the people of the  seventh century but 
also of all coming ages. The outlook of Islam, from the very begin- 
ning, was broad and universal. It denied from the outset to ha~/e come 
for any one particular cotmtry or any chosen people. It claimed to 
be not only universal in its scope but also for all the ages. It provided 
guidance for both- the "small body of followers in  the recesses of the 
Arabia peninsula" and for the world-community for all times. 

It is ridiculous to allege that Islam teaches any encroachments 
on the state functions. It only lays down the essential and basic prin- 
ciples on which a healthy and dynamic .state can be established and 
leaves the rest in the hands of the people providing complete flexi- 
bility to the governmental structtire. 

The truth is that the ills of the Muslim world stem not from Islam 
but from a lack o f  a better understandingarid right practice of the 
teachings of Islam. Islamprovides such guiding principles which; 
if rightlykapplied, can usher an era of lasting and abiding peace fo r  
the whole of mankind, 

Fundamentalists for Polygamy " 

The Time magazine recently (January 23, 1956). revealed that 
while a few hundred Fundamentalists on. Utah-Arizona border openly 
believe in multiple marriages as the law of God, "thousands of odaers 
throughout the West practice in secret." These are a. branch of the 
Mormons who still adhere to the original belief in. polygamy as an- 
nounced by Joseph Smith, the Founder of Mormonism; in 1831. They 
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consider that the later announcement of Wooruff Wilson, fourth presi- 
dent of the Church of Jesus Christ, to refrain from any contracting 
marriages forbidden by the law of land is an apostacy since Mr. Wil- 
son's manifesto was not a revelation of God. 

An interesting phase of this problem, however, is the reason 
projected by some of the Fundamentalists justifying polygamy. As 
one of them mid Time: 

We believe as a people that polygamy isa divine institu- 
tion. Without plural marriage, men cannot become God's. 
. . .  And i t  takes areal  man to live it. It is not a matter of 
lust. To take plural, wives, a man doubles, ixiples or quad- 
naples his responsibilities. He .has more problems tO solve. 
He must create a home in which harmony and selflessness pre- 
vail. H e  must provide. And it takes a real saint of a woman. 
She must overcome human weakness. In the  polygamous 
home, there can be no jealousy, no selfashnebs. The whole 
family must live fob the family, not for individuals. The chil- 
dren are finer. They never acquire the pettiness of othelr 

=- children. They live in a home where all are. true brothers 
and s~sters and iove and serve one at/other, as Cod intended 

it. 

O n e  wonders if a logical refutation would be offered by the other 
Christian denominations to the Fundamentalist point of View con- 
sidering that theBiblical heritage records many of the prophets who 
believed i n  and practiced polygamy. 

Conflict between Faith andScience 
With the progress of scientific knowledge the West found it- 

self confronted :with a complex problem. Many o.f.the newly dis- 

covered truths seemed to contradict what had generally been taught 

by the religious tradition. The natural result was a deep conflict " 

between-science and religion. 
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Only very  recently more and more stress has been given to the 

fact that the true W o r d  of God must essentially confirm .the results 

of scientific discoveries. The reliance of faith o n  Science for sup- 

port is being felt increasingly. I n  fact, if the modern age m a y  be. 

compelled to accept things without a rational test merely as part of 

the faith, it may cause the type of re-action recently shown by-Dr. 

Linus C. Pauling, famous nuclear 'physicist and Noble Prize w ~ .  er. 

He asserted on the telev~ion program "YOuth Wants to Know '. that 

"I have great faith in  man's intellect and I have felt that man should 

try to solve all problerm by understanding and investigation , . . 

and should not take matters on faith." 

This situation cannot arise if religion would take the position 
that faith and science are complementary to each other. Such-is the 
teaching of Islam, at least, which continuously invites human tea- 
sorting toward an understanding of the spiritual truths. 

Vision at the Vatican 

A few months ago the CathOlic World was stirred by the-re- 
port of a vision, experienced by Pope Pins. It was said t h a t i n  this 
vision Jesus appeared to the Pope when in his prayers lie came to the 
part which says, "In the hour of my death, call me.'" This account 

_ reports, however, only the appearance at h i sbeds ideand :does  not 
mention if any verbal message was also received by him. .- 

In our times when it is generally. believed that God spoke to His 
chosen people only in the past, any such spiritual experience in which 
even a spiritx~a ! teacher appears to h i s  followers mus t  receive a re- 
spectful consideration. Islam teaches that God has-manifested Him- 
self since the creation of mankind and will continue to do so. Only 
then man can receive an absolute conviction and certainty regardkag 
the existence of the Creator, -Islam believes that althotigh the door 
for such visions is open to all people, it is only those who believe in the 
Truth sent by Him and who live a pur e .and righteous life, as shown 
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to us by the H01Y-Prophet Muhammad, that God will bless them con- 

tinuously with. His speech. The Promised Messiah, Founder of the 

Ahmadivyya Movement, writes: 

To say that though God spoke to generations of men 

'in the past and made Himself known to them by His own 

clear voice,.yet He does not.speak.noW.would be to assert 

something wholly untenable. The unchangeable God who 

spoke to His servants in the past-speaks to them even now 

and blesses them wit h HIS Holy Word such of His servants as 

seek Him with all their heart and all their soul. The chosen 

Ones of God even drink deep at the fountain Of His revela- 

tion. No 0nedare set a seal upon the lips 0f God. His Grace 

even now-flows in abundance and= is bestowed upon men 

as it .was bestowed of old. It is true that the  revelation of a 

_ perfect law and rules of a. perfect aposdeship aml prophecy 

have attained their perfection in the .holy person of our lord 

andmaster, the Prophet Muhammad (may peace andbless- 

-ings. of God be u p o n h i m ) ;  but accessto the sacred loan- 

.rain in revelati0n.is not barred. 

The founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement; Hazrat Mirza Ghulam 
Ahmad, claimed that in our times he-had been given these blessings 
of Godin]abundance and many many a times he received the visions 
in which not only the prophets but also God appearedto him. Such 
experiences have also been shared by many members Of the Ahmadiyya 
Movement and particularly by the present Head of the Movement; 
Hazrat Khalifatul MasLh II. It has been his fortune that he has 

been divinely informed of :many impo .rtant events before their actual 
• happening: Many of such revelado m were published well in advance 

and were fulfilled at their time. It is only through such manifestation .-. 
of the Almighty on H~s chosen ones that the world .can continuously 
receive fresh and convincing proofs of HIS existence. 

i 
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CiV ation at theCross RoadS 
The end of the Second World War  in Europe and Asia ten years 

ago did not bring peace or establish security. In fact the very means 
through which the surrender of Japan was enforced has since filled the  
hearts of men with new fears and fresh anxieties. Nothing that has 
happened during the intervening period has served to allay these fears  
and to set t h e e  anxieties at rest. Developments during this: period 
have only enhanced and intensified them. 

The other day, a leading newspaper posed the .question: "Will 
the atom prove to be a servant of man or his killer?" Perhaps the 
problem could be' viewed in better perspective i f  the .question asked 
were: "Will man prove himself master, of the  atom or perish as its 

victim?" 

The choice lies with man, not wi th  the atom. The atom is only 
,an instrument: a servant. Will man employ it for the promotion.of 
human welfare or for his own destruction? 

What  invests this problem, with. the gravest solemnity is, of 
course, its stupendous potentialities in either direction. Never before 
has man had placed at his disposal resources so vast, capable of being 
harnessed to such varied uses in  so many fields of human endeavor.- 

Mankind s tandsat  the threshold of a new era; it is wimessing 
the inauguration, of a new epoch. Of all the manifold and almost 
limitless possibilities of progress, of beneficence, Of the promotion of 
human welfare, o f  the alleviation of pain, in short, of the enrichment 
of life on earth, t ha t a r e  opening out before us we can tO~day form 
but a vague concept. The prospect should, however, !nspire us with 
hope and fill our hearts with eagerness to  scale new heights, to. pene- 
trate fresh mysteries, to master new secrets, to harness an ever m.ulti- 
plying volume of forces and powers to the seryiee of man. Our 

A speech ddllvered by Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, Judge of the Inter- 
national Court of Justice, befoi'e the Second NatiOnal Conference on SlSiritual 
Foundations, Washington, D. C., on October 24th, 1955. 
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dominant feeling should be of joy and jubilation. On the contrary, 
as I have said, it is one of  fear and anxiety, amounting sometimes to 
terror. It is strange and bewildering .that this shouldbe so.. 

Every increase of knowledge, every accession of. human capacity, 
is a widening O f horizons, a broadeningof the fields of endeavour 
and achievement.- It is a Divine bounty; it is a mark ~f Divine approval 
of man's increasing exercise of the talents bestowed upon him by his 
Maker. It should  foster human happiness; be a p~ rpemal source 

of joy. ~ 

Then why is it that recent revolutionary advances in certain 
domains of science and technology have~ incited and augmented fear 
and anxiety and inte.nsified a sense of doom, rather than-stimulated an 
Upsurge of happiness derived from.a sense Of achievement, an anticipa- 
tion of much higher-standards of human welfare? 

Is it because the scientific revolution has outpaced man's slow 
advance in other domains? Is it because a rift has appeared between 
man's rapidly increasing.capacity and power for good or  ill, on the 
one hand,  and his  standards of good and evil and-his capacity for 
fostering good and restraining evil, on the other? -May it not be that 

• the spe&acle of this ever-widening rift and the contemplation of the 
awful catastrophe that" must overtake mankind if this rift should be- 
come unbridgeable are the true causes of our fear and anxiety? 

If this is So, should not our effort be dir~.~.'ted towards searching 
for the means of integration between all aspects, of human life, so 
that life should become a coordinated whole or unity, and cease to  be 

. a t  conflict with its.elf? .- " - 

Human society, starting with the family, has progressed through 
• e tribe to.the nation and is. now seeking to take on an international 
~aracter. In the course of this process, various sections have had to 
contend with many difficulties. The struggle has left troublesome 
legacies, which are still awaiting settlement and adjustment. In many 
spheres even our most advanced thinking, however, still falls short 

o f  that which has been made imperative by the scientific revolution. 
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In most respects our thinking is still national or, at the most, con- 

tinental. It is not  yet truly international or global, I thougheven  that 

would not be adequate to the  needs of to-day. 

Our first need is that our thinking must transcend all intervening 

limitations and barriers and should embrace humanity 'and the  universe, 

in its scope. 

The atom bomb was exploded ten  years ago; we now have the 
hydrogen bomb, are faced with the cobalt bomb and may  soon be con- 
fronted with even more powerful and far reachit/g.developments. We  
cannot hope to keep pace with, much  less control and direct, "strato, 
spheric", "fissionary '~ and "fusionary" forces, if I might be permitted 
so m designate them, With thinking at the pedestrian, bow and arrow, 
and gunpowder levels. We  must train ourseives to think in terms of 
humanity and the universe. 

But then I say humanity and the universe, I do not mean to con- 
fine myself to roan 'andhis  life on th isplanet  i n  all its dimensions. 
That again is a limitation which tends to distort our perspective. To 
prove adequate to our needs o f  to-day and to-morrow and to exhibit 
things and values in their true proportions, our perspective mus t  ac. 
quire the widest, almost a limitless, sweep. I n  the speedof  our move- 
ment, we have pierced the supersonic barrier; our moral and spiritual 
vision must also pierce the barriers set up by our present concepts of 
life and morality. We  must learn to think, not only in terms of  life- 
and death, but also in terms _of the hereafter.  I t  is only-then that 
our perspective Will become correctly adjusted and we shall be able 
to devise and put into effect a true standard of values. If we do not 

• begin to think in terms ofeternity, our thinking will be out of measure 
and will continue unbalanced. We  must, therefor e , adjust our think- 
ing to new dimensions, namely, Humanity, Universe and Eternity~ 

I am a Muslim. My thinking is stimulated, riourished and sus-. 
rained by the eternal verifies taught by Islam. I would beg you, there- 
fore, to bear with me while I proceed to illustrate what I have just 
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said, from the source that I have indicated, namely the Quran, the 
scripture of Islam. Iventure to think that you will find little in what 

• I may submit with which you may be disposed to find faulL Indeed, 
you will iecognize that ~ guidance proceeds from the Source that 
we are all happy tO share and bear witness to. The Quran opens with 
the .brief verse: 

The perfect worthiness of all true praise belongs to 
God, Who nourishes, sustains and stage by stage leads to- 
wards perfection all the universes. 

Thus, at the Very outset, our thinking is.lifted to the level of 
the universe and its stage by stage evolution towards, perfection, or, 
in other w~ds, towards greater and greater beneficence. It is worthy 
of note" that the plural and not the  singular has been employed .in 
respect of the universe. There are.universes beyond Universes: they are 
all evolving towards ever increasing beneficence. 

We are fiirther reminded that all this beneficence is for the service 
and benefit of. man. 

God has subjected to your service whatsoever is in the 
heavens.and whatsoever is in the earth;all  this is from 
In this surely arc Signs for a people who reflect.1 

To  discover these Signs and to derive full benefit from them, it 
Is necessary to reflect up0nthe  phenomena to which attention has been 
drawn. Here. is thus a direct exhortation to lift our ~ g  to the 
level of the universe for the benefit of the whole, of mankind. There 
are. re.any other verses in the Quran which reinforce the same i d ~  of 
the subordination of all that is in the  universe to the Service of man 
and the  exhortation to ponder, to reflect and to reason. For instance: 

He grants wisdom to whom He pleases, and whoever is 
granted wisdom is indeed granted abundant good; and none 
would be reminded save those endowed with .understanding. z 

• 1 The Holy Quran, 45:14. 
2The Holy Q a r a n ,  2:270. 
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The principles :of "fiSsion" and " fus ion"  are bu t  forward steps 
towards the enrichment and fulfilment of human l i fe-and should 
not be a source of  fear or anxiety. They are, as I have said, gifts and  
bounties; an accession 0f:power and strength. It is their use or abuse 
which would Convert them into instruments of good Or evil. 

The question remains, what is it that will serve to s~eguard .  
humanity against their abuse and against the abuse of further acces-  
sianss of power and strength? W e  must I recognize i that the march of 
knowledge and the advance of science will  not ~ reyersed or checked. 
Nor  must we seek to reverse, check or slow them down. Any such 
attempt would in any case prove futile and would, moreover, b e  
evidence that we are seeking to reverse our destiny. 

Those-' o f n s  who believe _that God is truly the  Creator of the 
Universe and not merely a so-called First Cause, must perforce believe 
that the universe, and so also man, have been created with a purpose 
and that we must constantly advance towards the fulf i lment of that 

purpose. 
The Q uran  says: 
God is the Crearor 0f all things and He is  Guardian 

over them all: His are the keys of the heavens and the earth: 
Those who reject the Signs of God, they are the losers: 

W e  have not created the heaven and the earth and all 
that is between the two in sport. Had W e  ,wished to find a 
pastime, W e  would surely have found it in  wh~t is with Us, 
if at all We  had been so inclined. ~ \ 

W e  have no t  created the heaven and earth and all tha t  
is betweenthem in vain. This is the v iewof  those who reject 
Us. Woe then t o  those who reject Us, because of the  
Fire:  

God has created the•heaven and the earth wi th  truth 
and that every soul may be. requked with tha t  which it earns; 
and they shall not  be wronged:  

U The Holy Qura,. 39:63-64.: 
4 The Holy Qur~n, 21:17-18. 

The Holy Quran, 38:28. 
6 The Holy Quran, 45:23. 
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Did you then think tha t  w e  had createdyou without 
purpose and that you would not be brought back to Us? 7 

God is the Creator of the  universe, the universe is under His 
control. He has created the finiverse and man with a purpose. W e  
must. all return to Him and are ac.countable m H i m .  This conscious- 
ness must inspire, direct and  guide us all the .time. The purpose 
of man's creation is that he should become a manifestation of God's 
attributes, in other .words, the image Of God. 8 

All the ills from which we suffer to-day are a consequence of 
our neglect of this purpose and our apathy in  its pursui t .  In fact, 
most of us a r e  prone to substitute the means which have been pro- 
vided for the attainment of  this purpose for the purpose itself. W e  
occupy ourselves with the diligent pursuit of the means as ends in 
themselvesi they become the  idols that we worship. Thus we con- 
standy defeat .the true purpose of our existence and by creating multiple 

bar r ie rs  between ourselves and God, w e  finally shut ourselves off 

from Him..  - " " . . . 

Oar deepest concern should be to pu t  ourselves in accord with 
God, our  Creator, the true source of all beneficence, How to do it is 
no great mystery. The Quran puts it in very simple language: m 

When  My servants ask thee about Me, say: ' I  am near, 
i answer:the prayer of the supplicatit I when he prays to Me'. 
So they Should hearken to Me and believe i n  Me, that they 
may follow the r i g h t w a y ?  

Once we have established our relatiomhip witth God and are in 
accord with Him, it wouldbec0me easy to think in terms of humanity. 
I t  is only-through G o d  that we can adjust otir relationship with our 
fellow beings of ail races, colors, creeds and cl .as~s. A n y  other  ap- 
pr0ach is bound to be partial_and must fall short in some respect or 

7The Holy Quean, 23:116. 
8 The Holy Quran, 51:57. 
9 The Holy Quean, 2:187. 

o 
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the other. The realization that every human being i s  Gocl.'s creature, 
servant, ambassador, with a spark'of divinity in h im or her~ alone will 
enable each of us, not only  to  exercise tolerance and patience, to culti- 
vate sympathy and understanding, but also to respect the-pvrsonality 
of every other and thus to promote die.dignity and worth.of the human 
.person. We must recognize the simple fact that each one of us is 
related to every other and indeed to the whole universe only through 
his or her own personality. Tile universe has a meaning for each 
one of us only through his or her own individual personality. -Outside 
of our own personality it has no meaning for us. While  we are con- 
scious of this fact vis-a-vis Ourselves, are we equally conscious of it 
in respect of every other human being? T h i s  lies at the roo t  of t h e  
whole concept o f  the brotherhood of man, of which we  hear so m u c h  
these days and of which we still see so little in practice across the social, 
religious, racial and color divisions. W e  must respect, revere, reverence 
the personality of every other human being to make brotherhood a 
reality. This can come about only by the realization of our common 
relationship to each other through ou r  common allegiance to God and 
our holding fast to that allegiance. 

H01d fast, all together, by. the  rope of God and be 
not dividedi, and remember the favour of God,  which H e  
bestowed upon you Whenyou wereenemies  and H e  united 
your hearts-in love, so t ha t  thereby darough His grace you 
became as brothers. You were on the brink of a pit of fire 
and He saved you from it. Thus does God explain t o  you 
His Signs that you-may b e  guided, l° 

Yet in our relationship with our fellow beings, as in al l  other 
relationships, we must  have some standard of worth and value. If  
it is not to be family, r a n k ,  wealth, office, race, color, etc., what 
then shall it be? . Here is the standard. 

Oh mankind, W e  have created you f r o m m a l e  a n d  
female and have made y0 u into tribes and nations for greater '. 

lo The Holy Quran, 3 :I04.- 
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i facility o f  intercourse. Verily, the most honorable among 
you, in the Sight of God, is he who is the most righteous 
among yo~ Surely God is All-Knowing, All-Aware. it 

If the purity and righteousness of a person's life become the 
sole criteria of  honor among m~mkind, as we are taught they are in the 
sight of God, we shall very soon achieve a much needed moral and 
spiritual revolution m society and in its out look All other standards 
would then adjust themselves in l subordination to this. For, again, it 
is obvious and at various places the Quran recogniz" es, that all factors 
in haman ]f ie  have their uses and their value a n d  that they can all 
serve a beneficent purpose if they are properly regulated and adjusted. 
Islam is a faith that insists upon t h e  acceptance of life on a positive 
and constructive basis and disapproves and even condemns the rejection, 
negation, or stultification of life.. I t  seeks to inculcate a consciousness 
of the capacity and dignity o f  life and a recognition of  the far-readaing 
consequences of human action and human thought. "We  ate ad- 

~monished: 

Oh yewho believe, fear God a~d let every soul look 
m what it sends forth for the morrow. Fear God: Verily 

G o d  is well aware of what  you do. Be not like those who 
forgot God and whom He has Consequently-caused to forget 
their own souls, lz 

It is disregard of the morrow that has falsified our standards of 
values. 

They say, 'There is nothing but this our present life; 
we live here and we die, Time alone destroys us. They have 
no Imowledge concerning it, t h e y d o  but conjecture . . . 
Say, 'It is God who gives you life, thencauses you to die; then 
He wilt gather you together unto the Day of Resurrection 
about which there is no doubt. But most men know not'. 
To God belongs the kingdom of the heavens and t h e e  arth 

11 The Holy Quran, 49:14. 
1~ The Holy Qufan, 59:19-20. 
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and when the Hour shall come, on that day those.who follow 
falsehood will be the  losers. .3 
The Quranis as insistent upon belief in the life a~fter, death as it 

is upon belief in the Existence andUnity of God. It warns, that without 
this belief, human life would not be in balance. It is only through 
achieving this "balance", neither. 'transgressing nor falling short of 
the measure set up by God,'-that life on earth can become beneficent. 

q .  - 

Verily, W e  sent Our Messengers with Manifest . Signs 
and sent down with them the Book and theBalance that men 
should conduct themselves with eclulty. 14 i 

Theheaven He has raised, high and set up a measure, 
so that you keep the balance with-equity, and neither trans- 
gress nor fall short Of the measure. 15 

It is only a life which is in "balance;' in the perspective of to-clay 
and of to-morrOw,, that is to Say, a perspective thaf embraces both the 
foreground of the .here and the-background of the hereafter, in ac- 
cordance with the measure set up by God, neither transgressirrg nor 
falling short of it ,  that canbe  truly beneficent. It is only men, who 
lead such lives who will always stand with truth and justice and con- 
duct themselves with equity. I n  their hands and under their control, 
all powers and all forces "stratospheric", "fissionary"; "fusionary" and 
still others that may be developed will only be inst/uments of benef- 
icence, that will be employed for fostering human welfare to the 
greater glory and praise Of God . . . .  

It may/be asked, is. this not merely, a counsel: of perfection. It 
certainly is a .counsel of perfection; nothing less would be adequate. 
But it is notJmerely a counsei i n  the sen-~e of/being only academic 
speculation. What has been said here by way .of introduction and 
illustration and that which is expounded in the Quran in greater detail 
as the way of the beneficent life in all. spheres, Spirittial, moral, 
,physical, is all eminently practicable and can easily be put into effect. 

(To be Continued) 

lu The Holy Quran, 45:25-28. 
T4 The Holy Quran, 57"26. 
1.', Tke Holy Quran, 55:8-10. 
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A Christian Scholar Looks 
a t  " " " " 

Ahmadiy fat and Communism 
• . . An approach can be made to understanding the Ahmadiyya 

Movement i n  Observing its response to two important "opposition" 
groups,  Islamic orthodoxy and Communism. The character of the 

opposition from these  two sources differ widely; 0fcourse.  Islamic 
orthodoxy is represented by many individuals and groups scattered 
through all levels of Pakistan society. Normally it is amorphous and 
unorganized, but  on occasion it can be rallied around certain issues. 

• . . .  Communist  opposition, on the Other hand, is still very largely 
theoretical, consisting of  a "war of ideas." The  Communist  Party of 
Pakistan, before i t sbanning  in July, 1954, was n o t m u c h  in evidence, 

a n d  certainly was not in a position to threaten the Ahmadis with perse- 
cut ionand suppression, as did Islamic orthodoxy, even if it had so de- 
sired. Desp i te th i s  apparent organizational weakness of the Party, 
Communist theory, with its own analysis of current political and social 

:problems, is very much in circulation among the educated. If  the 
Movement takes seriously its own stated intention 0 f  becoming dom- 
inant in the world within fifty to one hundred years, the first step would 
be to get  a world hearing, a n d  in order to do this i t  must  take into 
serious account Communist  ideology. 

• .In any. discussion! of the  impact o f  Communism.on Islamic coun- 
tries and its chances-for success-the point is always made that Islam 
presupposes a firm belief in God while Communism is atheistic. A 
str6ngrahening of Islam and belief in God is often Considered to be, in 
itself, the mosr  effective way of dealing with the problem. Without  
denying the truth in this po in t  of v iew,  it mus t  be admitted that 
Muslim countries are still vulnerable to the infiltration o f  Communist  
ideas, and the kind o f  religions revival among the.: literate and the 

Excerpts from /*n article by Professor S. E. Brush of Forman .Christian College, 
- Lahore, in The Muslium IVorld, April; 1955: 
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educated necessary for providing an effective barrier against ~ in- 

filtration does not seem to be occurring in Pakistan. Present educational- 

patterns do little to Stimulate a genuine interest in religions matters. 

Instead, scientific materialism, as an intellectual orientation, is g a i n -  

ing ascendancy. -Local college science departments are crowded with 

the best students. Wi th  the world of nature at theirfinger tips and the 
scientific method as the newly found tool for understanding this world , 
these students He being weaned away. from the traclitional Islamic. 
outlook. The cumulative effect is bound to be destructive Of inherked 
religious patterns, while leaving, the. coming generation receptive to 
political, social, and economic ideas which claim to be scientific. 

A strong appeal which revolutionary Communism has for Asian 
Muslims is one which is rooted in the fact that many Asian countries 
are currently going through an idealistic phase Of rebuilding their own 
national life, which is also, to a greater or lesser degree, revolutionary.. 
This id~lism expresses itself as a desire to bring into existence a society, 
based on ethical principles, in which all basic needswiU be met, justice 
and brotherhood pre~rail, and the arts flourish. Something of this" 
nature is the content of the concept of the Islamic .state, an ideal which 
motivates many_ Muslims to place their hopes in a. temporal solution 
of the problems of. social existence in a way.similar to the functioning 
of the Kingdom of  God ideal among many. Christians. I t  reflects a 
basic optimism concerning the outcome Of history, which Optimism is 
shared, obviously by the Communists. How long any particular peo- 
ple can continue to see this desire for a better society frustrated .is 
problematical. ' The seemingly ubiquitous failing of those groups and 
individuals, who publicly profess an orthodox faith, in using religion 
as a means for gaining their own personal political ends must cer, 
tainly generate doubt in the thinking of many as to  the suitability of 
the religious approach. In some, this reaction against religion, ap- 
proaches revulsion. Meanwhile, the Pakistani does not have to look 
beyond the frontiers Of his own continent to .see other nations adher- 
hag to another ideology which has proved itself effective enough to trans- 
form age old cultures which contained abuses, weaknesses, and 20th- 
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century anadaronisms as disturbing as those which he sees around 
himself. - • 

• ' Ahmadis are ~ware of the fact . that  Communism constitutes a 
secular movement  capable of taking vast Islamic areas under  its control, 
and ina reas  where this has happened, threatening the existence of 
Islam, itself. They rightly interpret the task of meeting this threat 

as one of establishing in the Islamic world a sound social order. Thus, 
Islam rightly interpreted involves the proper order of society. As 
the forerunner of a reformed Islam, the Movement should be made 
to conform in  its social dimension ins closely as possible, t o  the ideal 
Islamic standard, so as to provid e a living example 'of  corporate social 
life On its highest.level. Naturally, Rabwah, as the headquarters of the 

• Movement, is looked u p o n  as the, community which should provide 
this example. AS a manifestationof the Ahmadi social ideal it occupies 

a position of Crucial importance in answering, or f "ailing to answer, 
the charges levelled against the religious orientation of life. 

T h e  authoritative Ahmadi  refutation of Communism was made 
by Mirza Bashir,ud-Din in a speech delivered befOre the 1942 annual 
meeting at Qadian. A somewhat abridged English translation was 
issued later as a booklet. In  it the khalifah also treated other  rival 
social and economic systems. -.. 

From the Ahmadi point Of view the basic problem facing the world 
is the fact.of a soci.al and economic inequality that. has been increasing 
with the passing years. *'Differences in wealth and worldly possession 
have existedas far back. as .anyone can see, but the contrast was never 
so great as. it .is today." The desire for obtaining economic-justice 
is the key to a proper understanding of the development of political 
.movements in Europe and Asia during the past two centuries, and it 
is in seeking a solution to the problem of inequality, that these move- 
ments, as well as the reLigions of the world, can be evaluated. Ac- 
cordingly, democracy arose when people began to realize "... that- 
the remedy lay not in the hands of individuals but in the hands of the 
State," and: that the various classes-should be represented at the center 
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so that their needs could be made known to it. Later, when the work- 
ers began the struggl e for securing their rights, i n  contrast to those 
of the landed, commercial, and industrial interests, the  governmental 
program which ensued became known as socialimx In the middle of 
the 19th century this movement among the workers " . . .  received 
a great impetus and took on an entirely fresh orientation from the 
doctrines propounded by Karl Marx. This man was a German, Jew 
by race and Christian by faith." Marx taught that it was futile to 
rely on ~reform and that vioIent revolution was the only method the 
workers could employ to secure their rights. Moreover, the workers 
had been depressed for so long it would be foolish to expect them to 
know what would actually be in their own interest. For this reason, 
a dictatorship of those who understand these facts would be necessary 
at the beginning. 

:- 

O f  the Systems mentioned, only socialism and Bolshevism offer ~ 
economic solutions to the problem of inequality and these, along with 
National Socialism, are the three se~'ular rivals of Islam in this field. 

Ahmadi objections .to Bolshevism are six in number. Firstly, it 
forbids individual effo~ This is against human nature, because men 
are so made.that ti3ey will  work to the utmost of their ability only 
when personal benefit will result. The-long rang e effect of such a 
prohibition will be that the general level of achievement will be cur2 
tailed drastically. The reason is biological. "Experience shows that 
intellectual qualities and acquirements are transmitted through heredity. 
That is why eminence .in many arts and sciences is known t o  be in- 
herent in certain families, tribes, races, or nations." A generati6n 
under Bolshevism which has not achieved a high level of intellectual 
performance will give birth to a generation which is not able to achieve I 
it. The result.will be . . .  the progressiv e deterioration of intellectual I 
capacity." The second objection is tl3.at i tuses violence to promote 
its ends, which turns those whom it opposes irreconcilably against 
Bolshevism. Thirdly, by opposit~g religion it has insured that those 
who are truly attached to religion wil l  never support it. Fourthly, the 
Bolshevists [lave initiated a dictatorship which will tend to perpetuate 
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itsel£ Fi~,hly, by shutting themselves off[ from the rest of the world 

they have deprived themselves of the benefits of th e progress made 

.by[the non-Communists. Finally, the movement stimulates stt~ggle 

between the classes, rather than eliminating class strife and promoting 

peaceful relations. 

. . . .  (Ahmadies believe) that Islam teacbes that everything Provi- 

dence has created.is for the benefit of all mankind: *'Whatever there is 

on earth has been created for all of you" (Surah IL 29). Thus, Islam 

prescribes; that " . . .  20% of all mineral wealth that maybe exploited 

must be paid to the State to be utilized for the benefit Of/he community 

at large." I t  also prohibits any one pe0ple from exploiting another 

people, o r  assuming political dominion over another people. The 

colonial problem can only be  solved on Islamic prindples. 

The crying need Of the world is a!more equitable distribution of 
wealth, and Islam has also provided fo~ this in an admirable fashion. 

To prevent the accumulation of wealth in the hands' of only a few 
famiiies, there is compulsory distribution of wealth among a large 
number of heirs, among whom are parents; widows, sons, and daugh- 
ters. Furthermore, there are injunctions ~gainst the hoarding of money. 
It must be kept in circulation constantly where it brings beneficial 
effects to a large number of people. Persons with established con- 
-nections are prevented from accumulating vast sums because of the 
.prohibition against 1ending money on'interest. Finally, those who 
remain poor in an Islamic economy are provided for by zakat, a 21/2 % 
levy on the average upon all wealth in- the possession of an assessee 
for one year. This tax is levied upon accumulations, also, and may 
amount to " . . .  as much as 50% of the income or !profits." The effect 
of this tax "is to discourage people from accumulating money. 

How does Bolshevism fall short Of this Islamic Meal? The answer 
is clear when one considers that % . .  the object of ~ddea l  economic" 
and social system should be to bring about conditions of  peace and justice 
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and to prom(ote the Spirit of progress." The violent methods of the 
Bolshevists frustrate the achievement of this ideal. Also, "Bolshevism 
ignores the fact that intellectual capadty is as much an asset as :prop- 
erty and wealth. . . . .  . . ,  The reason why intellect is'not regarded as a 
valuable asset by the Bolsheviks is that they are unable:to subject i t  
to equal distribution and to deal with it as tangible property." 

In contrast to thiS, 'Islam secures by "gende persuasion" the appli- 
cation of all manner of intellectual talent to the service of mankind. 
And in spite of high-sounding principles, Bolshevism has not succeeded 
in achieving social and economic equality. Its violent method/give rise 
to resentments which lead to rebellion. "As ~ against thiS, the.Islamic 
system, beingperfectly vollmtaty and natural, never leads to rebellion 
though people may often fall Short of its teaching in p.ractice." 

The problem of extravagance and indulgence is dealt with in Islam 
by prohibitionofsuch things, rather thanbyholding out the promise 
to all of an income high enough to enable them to afford such luxuries. 
Individual effort is provided fo r the rich .in their # r ing  to the poor. 
And in addition t o  the compulsory taxes, there are voluntary contri~ 
butions which should be made to the povertystricken classes. "And 
spend in the Way of, Allah and do not  expose-yourself t_o des~ction 
with your own hands, and do good to others, surely Allah loves doe/, 
of good." (Surah II. 195). In this verse Muslims-are instructed to 
spend their surplus wealth on the poor, lest the poor rise up in resent- 
ment and take it all away from them. 

Guard yourselves from-six things, and i a m  your security for 
Paradise. W h e n  you speak, speak the truth; perform when you prom-. 
ise; discharge Your trust; be chaste in thought and action, and  With- 
hold your hand from striking, •.from taking that which is unlawful: 
and bad. " 

(The Holy Prophet) 
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Current :ToOics: 

The Muslims in rhe Soviet Union 

Russian Communists donot  seem to have achieved much success 
~. in integrating Muslim lands of Central Asiainto the Soviet Union. 

It is difficult and it would be premature to draw a conclusion from 
this brief glance at the Muslim policy of the Soviets, for, as V. Monteil 
justly remarks, "nothing is settled as yet from any standpoint: the social 
and economic upheaval, the  emancipation of women, the relationship 
betWeen Communism and Islam, the 'directed' nationalism and the 
cultural relations anddeviations' % 

For the moment the Soviet Union remains faced with the colonial 
problem which is as a Whole not very different from the one faced by 
no matter what country which has been dubbed "imperialist'". For- 
merly it tried tosettle this question by new methods which were certainly 
Original: it has hadto try to destroy religionand in this it has partially 
succeeded; it has successfully isolated the Muslims from contact with 
foreign countries; it has even tried to weaken their national culture and 
to "regiment" the  national sentiments of foreign nations, but it has 
undoubtedly failed in this last-mentioned effort. For thepas t  two 
years.therehas been a change in tactics: the Moscow Government has 
resorted to the old Tsarist methods: it "Russianizes" history, culture and 
even the languages of the "natives", and this process Of "Russianization'" 
takesplace in a climate of perpetual agitation and uncertitude which it is 
powerless to master. In the very midst of the new local Communist 
intelligentsia, the emergence of which, we repeat, i s  the work of  the 
Soviet r~gime, new.forms of "nationalist" deviation are surging up in- 
cessantly and one cannot discover for certain if they are the result of a 
reaction against the "great Russian" centralismof Moscow or the prod- 
uct of a defense mechanism against the separatism of the "nationals". 

Certainly this separatism does not go very far as at present. I~ 
is Only. expressed by the. enlightened circles: the university set, the 
State employees,, officials, the cadres of the Communist Party, and 

25 
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there is no reason to believe that there is a "nationalist'! resistance of 
the masses; but one knows--and the examples of certain "colonial" 
countries are there to prove it the considerable danger emanating 
from ideas put up bythe "intellectual"- circles. The So~/iet leaders seem 
to have understood .this, and hence their appeals to "Bolshevik vigi- 
lance" against the '*enemies of the people" and the continual purges- 
which have accompanied these appeals. 

Thus one can understand why the Moscow Government so 
jealously protects its Muslims from all .contact with Daral,Islam and 
why the iron curtain is reinforced aroundits Muslim Republics. West- 
ern observers often have a tendency to believe that the nationality 
policy of the Soviets has-achieved complete success and that for the 
moment Central Asia is-the jumping-off point for an ideological con- 
quest of the world of Islam. In reality, the integration of the Muslim. 
lands into the Soviet Union is far from. achieved, and they constitute, 
in spite of partial successes, a weak link in the Soviet system. 

A. Bennigson in The.Islamic Review, July -1955. 

The Changing MiddleEast 
The one basic factor which has endowed the Middle East with 

an over-all cultural identity is the religion of Islam. Since the seventh 
century of the Christian calendar, the grea t majority of the inhabitants 
of this region have professed this religion, ~/¢hich has not only regulated 
their spiritual life but has also conditioned their social; economic and 
political development. Today, When there is a cultural awakening, k 
is natural that the revival of Islamic ideology should be foremost in 

-the minds of the people.: The past c~entury has seen many reformist 
movements throughout the Middle E ~ ,  * all of them aimed at re- 
vitalizing the teachings of .Islam, because it is widely believed that one 

-reason for the stagnation of the Islamic peoples is  that they ceased to 
cultivate the true values of their faith. While there is unanimity as 
to the necessity of an Islamic revival, there is a wide divergence of 
opinion as to how it should be achieved. The modernists wish to 
interpret Islam in the light of the scientific age, and indeed, there has 
been a spate of publications all over the Muslim world to prove .that 
modern learning and institutions were all to be found in embryo fin the 
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teachings of Islam. The movement to fuse modern "westemY"culture 
with Islam is opposed by the orthodOX savants in most countries who 
believe that ~ the salvation of the Muslim World lies in returning not 
only to the principles but also the practices of the "golden age" of 

Despite this conflict of ideas, the drive for a renaissance of Islam 
is a great force which is playing a part in the emergence of the new 
Middle Eas~ T h e  establishment of Pakistan with' its fundamental 
emphasis on the  Islamic values in life is a n  outstanding instance of 
this movement. Elsewhere, indications of this zeal "re,varying forms 
have been evident also. The movement for the revival of Islamic 
ideals has taken various forms in the .Arab world, and while its political 
expressions have beenmarked by extreme orthodoxy in many cases, 
its very persistence and strength shows the strength of the popular 
urge to revitalize Islam. I could mention other manifestations of the 
same urge which have come into the news due to their political reper- 
cussions,, such as in Iran;  but the more important development, in 
this regard are .the vastly increased activities of religious o ~ n s  

in the various countries. Their imp .acr is not spectacular but they 
slowly but surely making headway in securing adherence to the basic 
pr&epts of Islam and in establishing jn theminds o f  the masses a 
clear distinction between the Islamic and non-Islamic life. This 
does not-mean that theocracy is on the way, but it indicates that the 
Muslim countries are working towards their own equation in which 
Islam is figuring prominendy. Other factors in the equation, and all 
Of them perfectly compatible with Islam, are the movements towards 
the achievement of economic-and social justice and the attainment of 
responsible, democratic government. 

Ailother factor which makes for cultural unity ia the region is 
the fact that the Arabic language is:spoken in many of th.ese countries 
and where it is not the spoken language, it has a position, of great 
prestige on account of its being the language of the Holy Qur'an and 
other sacred literature. 

. . 

Excerpts from an address b~ H. E. Syed Amjad ~ former ambassador of Pakistan 
to U. S. at" the 1955 conference of the American Friends of the Middle East. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
North A[ricart.Powder Keg. Edmund Stevens. N ew Y o r~  1955..Coward- 

McCann, Inc  273 Pages. Price$3.~/5. 

Many nations compri'sing of hundreds of-millions Of people.have seen 
the dawn of an era of independence in the wake o f  the second world war. 
In a way the last war marked the end of a long period of colonialism. India, 
Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Indonesia and several other cotmtfies.have, joindt-the 
family of free nations on equal footing and have been making valuable 
contributions to .the welfare and progress of mankind. The British were the 
first one to recognize the trends of these times and-to relinquish their rule 
over many parts of ~eir  great empire. Tl/e Dutch followed suit in Indoriesia. 
But, such has not been the case with France.' She is Stubbornly persisting to 
cling to her colonies in North-Africa and Indo'china. 

The results :are tragic and disasterous. Twenty million peopl e in North 
Africa, our brothers, have beet/ seething under the cruel and inhuman hold 
of the French and impatiently yearning for the day of their freedom 

Mr. Stevens feels that if the French refuse to grant, the peopleof  North 
Africa their home rule, the situation will worsen and Communism will have 
a fertile ground in  spite of the fact:that the Muslims have no inherent love 
for this ideology. He, as an ace foreign correspondent of the Christian Science 
Monitor, has arrived at ~hese conclusions after an extensive tour of these 
lands and after making .an-on the spot investigation~ Starting from Casablanca 
in 1952, he travelled through Morocco, . Algeria, Tunisia and Libya. Reading 
his interesting observations, one gets a vivid description of the way in which 
the French have tried to suppress all expressions of the wishes of the .North 
African people for home rule. Ordinarily one reads stories of terror and 
violence sprehd I by the Nationalists. Many a times the Western press tends 
to censure theql for resorting to force for the achievement of their birth-right. 
Little is said, however, of the wide-spread murder and destruction systematically 
practiced by the colonist s , the French living in North Africa. 

The situation is parfic_nl_ arly distressing in Algeria. There, the French 
claim to have given the natives equal citizenship like what is supposecl to 
be enjoyed by the French themselves on the mainland. The author ex~lodes 
this myth by giving factual information. While a European colonial-farmer 

. / 

in Algeria has an income far above the average of his counterpart in France, 
the native Algerian form ,laborer earns less than a third of what a French 
laborer receives for equivalent work. Only one civil servant in a hundred is 

/ 
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a Muslim although the M ~  oumumber the Europeans nine to one. In 
the author's opinion it is only a sordid second-class dtizenship which the 
Algerians have been accorded. 

The consequences Of this policy can be fare more disa.s~mmus in Algeria 
than some of the other parts of North Africa. Here, the nationalist movement 
has been growing rapidly. Mr. Stevens feels that if nothing is done in the 
near future the final rupture between the: Arabs and the Frenchmen may 
become inevitable. H e  Offets Tunisia as a fine exampleof what can be achieved 
by a ,timely and wise decision. Tunisia is on its w a y t o  better future now 

and 'Nowhere i n . ~ e  Middle Eas ta re  there brighter prospects for under- 
standing and cooperation between the West and the Akrab-Muslhn world" than 
in Libya, i n  the opinion o f  the author, He warns that complacency on the 
part of the West, particularly America, will alienate the whole Musilm world.: 
He remainds us that our stake in th is  region, strategic as well as economic 
is far too great. We can ill afford this time to sit on our hands while the 
French repea t the mistakes they made in  Indochina. 

Since the publication of this book the events have been taking a healthy 
and hopeful turn in Morocco. Let us hope thatthis process will be ~peated 
and expedited i n  Algeria also. 

Law in the-Middle Bast. (VoLI:  Origin andDeve!opment of Islamic Law). 
Edited by Majid Khadduri and Herbert J. Liebesny. Washington, D. C 
1955. The Middle East Institute. 395 pages. Price $7.50. 

Religion has been one of the greatest forces in the process of  formulation 
Of the law of nations~ -Even if the West may vehemently advocate the idea 
of the separatio n of church and state and even if it may regard the_legal 
system as mainly a seclilar concern, the fact remains that religious thought 
has been making agreac contribution in the formulation of the law all through 
the course of h.istory./In spite of that the law has always been identified as a 
tempoial affair. Most religious do not even chim to give a n y  guidance in 
matters other than what maybe  strictly called spiritual or moral aspects. 

Islam, on the Contrary, claims to give. a complete guidance which omn. 
prehends all fields Of human life, spiritual," moral, sudal,, economic and politicaL 
While this guidance is far more detailed in spiritual, mor'~l and social aspects, 
it has laid down some definite principles on which the economic and political 
patterns of a society can be. shaped with due consideration to other factors such 
as local customs, general intellectual standard of a people and the nature of 
their contacts, with-their neighbors. Unfortunately there has. been a trend i n .  
the Muslim jurists to make this law rigid and to draw some rather inflexible 
details from the general principles laid down by the Islamic teachings. Naturally 
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this trend has made Islam sometimes 'the target of criticism and  the law 
presented as such to b e  unworkable. It has been contended that the Sharia 
leaves little room for additional legislation, none for .criticism or dissent. 
The t ruth  of the matter is that representation imd consultation iis really the 
essence of Islamic conception of a state. Islam makes- it obligatory upon thOSe 
in whom executive authority is vested that  they must seek theadvice  of the 
representatives of the people on all important matters. 

This, perhaps, is the greatest mistake" which a student of the Islamic law 
can easily commit. He may take far too many statements made by the Muslim 
jurists as the permanent Islamic laws effective under any conOitionsand at 
any period: One  has to be extremely cautious in stuaying any material on 
this subject. He should be careful to notice whether anything attributed to 
as Islamic law is f r o m  tl~e" original teachings or just inference by the  Muslim 
jurists so often projected as an answer "to the particular needs 03 their times. 

In spite of this dangerous trend of making Islamic law r!gid and inflexible, 
it is remarkable that this law has worked so successfully for many a century. 
As Justice Jackson explains in the Foreward of this volume, ~ i s  system has 
an amazing record of accomplishment. "Such Was the" cohesive and animating 
power of Muhammadanism," says Justice Jackson, '.'that within a century Of .th e 
Prophet's death his tribal people, who had no real organized state or-standing 
army or common political ambit ion,  had. overrun the African shores of the 
Mediterranean, had conquered Spain and had threatened France." 

Today there is all the more need to understand what contribution Islam 
has to make to our troubled world. It is heartening to know that such scholars 
as Justice Jackson realize that in th6 Islamic world the West  can find some of 
its "most bold and uncompromising .allies i n  resisting the drive for world 
supremacy by those whose Prophet is Marx."  The present volume contains 
many valuable articles by such scholars of Islam as H. A. R. Gibb, Joseph 
Schacht, Herbert Liebesny and Majid Khadduri. These contributions include 
discussions on the constitutional organization of Islam, nature and  sources Of 
the Sharia, Family law, the  iaw~ of IVaq[ and the  penal law. 

If the presen t vo lume  can invoke sufl~dent interest in the students of 
Islamic law to turn to the Holy Quran and other original sources {or an 
understanding of the basis on which Islamic.law can be shaped in different 
periods and under different circumstances rather than take i t a s  a rigid, un- 
workable code, it wifl be  a tremendous contribution by itself. 

Crescent and Green: A Miscellany o[ 1Vritiugs onPakistan. London. 1955. 

CasseU and Company. 170 pages. Price 10 shillings. . 
Pakistan is a state new only in the sense that it is a new name  for one 

of the successors of the British Indian Empire .  Culturally its history goes 
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:back to several thousands years. W e s t  Pakistan, in  ~ ,  was the center 
of the prehistoric civilization of Mohenjo Dam which is considered to be the 
contemp0raty of Sumerians and ancient, E~yptians in its anfiquky. I t  mnained 
m be the seat of Buddhism for many ~lecades. Alexander's invasion also lef t  
figni~cant Greek influence on the art and civilization of this region. 

However, Islam has taken the most im. por~ant part in moulding the 
pat/ern of Pakistan's society and civilization. When it gained its first footing 
m India, Islam h a d t o  face a society which believed in and practiced caste 
system as an ~ssential part of its religious d ~ .  Islam, with ~its ideology of 

the  equality of man, naturally encountered a social strife which has since con- 
tinued to express itself one way or the other  all through its history in the 
subcontinent of India. As Toynbee puts it very appropriately, Pakistan is a 
characteristic sample o f  the contemporary world because it is the child of 
encounter and strife, and the  rest of the w6dd has  been moulded by the same 
forces. -He believes that Pakistan is a child of the strife that  has arisen from 
the impact of Islam upon Hinduism. 

• Toynbee points o u t  that although a common adherence to Islam is 
manlfesdy a force that binds a majority of the people of Paki.stan together 
yet by the same token it would be a calamity if Pakistan were ever to become 
a Muslim State in an exclusive and intolerant way, for then-Islam might 
become -a ' fax more disruptive force than the racial and linguistic differences 
which Islam at present overrides. " 

Here is a timely warning to Pakistan at a time when this young and 
promising nation is still struggling with the formulation of its basic pattern. 
Of course, t h e  great debate must continue with all t hedue  freedom in order 
to weigh the advantages or disadvantages of one form over the other. The 
danger, however, is there that a so called Islamic State, imposed upon the 
minorities in an intolerant way might prove disastet0us. The people o f  
Pakistan would do much better if  they can practice Islam and then let the 
society itself take care of building itself in a n  Islamic way. 

Pakistan, therefore, offers an interesting study. This book, "m particular, 
opens for the reader the Pakistan of Mohenjo Daro and Harrapa .civilization 
in the third millennium B . C  Then it gives a few glimpses of the Mogul 
period until We come to the times of I q b ~  the great poet of Pakistan. This 
is a collection of sixteen essays mainly on the culture and art o f  Pakistan. 
Included among the writers are the world famous historian, Arnold Toynbee, 
arid such prominent archealogists as  Sir Mo~imer Wheeler. 

Crescent and Gr.een will .make a fine feeding for one who may be.  
interested in studying the culture and heritage of Pakistan. 
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The Life of Muhammad: A Translation of  Ishaq's Sirat. Trauslatio~ Introdu 
tion and Notes by A. GuiUaume. New York. 1955. Oxford Universi 
Press. 816 pages. • Price $10.00. 

The  place-of the early books on Sirat, the life of the Holy Prophet, i 
Islamic literature is second onlyt0 the standard books of Hadith, the TraditioE 
Sometimes these works also included accounts of the. early history of Isla 
and the wars .which the Muslims were forced to fight. Notable among the 
are books fike Kitab al-Maghazi by Al~Zuhri, AI-Maghazi .by Musa bin.Uqb 
Kitab al-Maghazi by :Waqidi, Tarikh al-Umam wal Muluk by Ibn Jarir. at 
Shamail al-Tirmidhi by Imam Tirmidhi. . 

Out of these Imam Zuhri's work on Maghazi is probably the earlies~ E 
belonged to the period of Tabi'in, the generation next to the Companions, 
the Holy Prophet. So, he had the first hand oppommity to hear the accoun 
from the very lips of the Companions. Unfortunately his work has most 
perished although references are found in many works and traditions repom 
by him and :ecorded in the books of Hadith. 

One o f  the most prominent pupils o f  Imam Zuhri was Muhammad bi 
-Ishaq, a native of Medina, Who came to-be known as the most tmport~. 

authority on the biography o f  the H01y Prophet for his most Outstanding wot 
the Sitar Rasul Allah. This work has been regarded as the source book on d 
life of the Prophet Muhammad and on the early Muslim wars. Later histor~ 
have found it inevitable to draw upon him in orderto write about-any aspe 
of the history of that period. Some critics have called him a historian | 
temperament but none has denied that he compiled more material o n  tt 
biography than any other author of those times. In fact as Professbr Gnillauax 
quite aptly describes it, "No book knowa -to the Arabs or to us can compaa 
in comprehensiveness, arrangement, or systematic treatment, with Ibn Ishaq 
work." " " " " 

Unfortunately Ishaq's Sirat's original text has been lost. But most c 
his writings were reproduced by one of his pupils, Ibn Hisham, in his ow 
work on the biography of the Holy Prophet. lbn Hisham originally belonge 
to Basra but-later migrated to Egypt. His reliability has been common1 
accepted. His work can be described as the best known and the most p0pula 
But even for his very comprehensive w0rk, great credirn~nst go to Ibn Ish~ 

Professor Guillaume has done an outstanding service tO the  scholars c 
Islam by making available an Engl!s b translation of this excellent work. H 
introduction and foot n0tes t o t h e  text are of immense value to a stiaclent i 
the Sirat. Professor Guillaume has  endeavored to  follow the text as clos~ 
as possible Without sacrificing English idiom~ There have been some Germa 
translations done in the last century but this workwill  certainly make its ow 
Outstanding contribution to the field Of Sirat. 
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